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Partisan Gerrymandering Poisons the Well 

 

Think for a moment about how you are evaluated at work. It generally involves a 

supervisor who assesses your ability to meet goals and deadlines while working effectively and 

efficiently. If, as in most modern workplaces, you must collaborate with others, your ability to 

work well with colleagues is undoubtedly an important part of your evaluation. In some cases, 

you might have an annual evaluation with your supervisor to discuss your progress and 

determine whether you should get a raise or promotion.  

 

With this process in mind, imagine making a discovery. Shortly before your annual 

evaluation, you learn that your colleagues are actively plotting to get you fired from your job. 

They are not merely competing fairly for a limited number of promotions but are instead using 

underhanded tactics to make you unemployable. They are meeting behind closed doors to figure 

out how to change to your disadvantage the evaluation form and rewrite your job description to 

eliminate the tasks you perform most effectively.  

 

After you learn of this workplace cabal, you are called into a meeting with your boss. 

You were able to keep your job by the skin of your teeth despite the attacks from co-workers. 

Now the boss has a project for you to work on. This project will take two to four years and you 

will work on it with the very people who sought to destroy your career. How do you think that 

collaboration will go? 

 

This is precisely what we ask of elected officials in states where legislators are in charge 

of redistricting. After each census, legislators in those states meet behind closed doors to slice 

and dice communities with the primary purpose of rigging elections before they happen. They 

target individual legislators from the opposing party by removing from the district voters 

favorable to them so victory becomes nearly impossible regardless of the quality of their ideas. 

The majority party forces incumbents from the minority party to face each other while paving the 

way for their own incumbents to face little or no opposition. In the unlikely event that partisan 

knife-fighting is insufficient to produce ill-will, gerrymandering often adds racial animosity to 

the mix. The majority party frequently uses racial minorities as pawns in a partisan game by 

packing them into a small number of districts to limit their influence elsewhere or dividing them 

into many districts in a way that denies them effective representation anywhere.  

 

At the conclusion of a process often described in the media as “bitter,” we ask the 

perpetrators of partisan gerrymandering and their targets to come together to solve the thorniest 

problems facing Americans. Unsurprisingly, they are often not up to the task because the 

redistricting process has helped to polarize legislatures by encouraging members to view 

themselves first and foremost as combatants for their clan rather than policymakers. If we asked 

America’s top political scientists and psychologists to devise a process that would effectively 

poison relationships in a way that made solving these problems more challenging, it is unlikely 

that could develop a system as effective as partisan redistricting. As long as legislators divide 
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into teams to manipulate districts for partisan advantage after each census, the redistricting 

process will only increase polarization in our legislatures.       

 

 

Independent Redistricting Models 

 

Several states have developed models for redistricting that reduce its polarizing effect by 

giving independent entities almost exclusive power to draw districts. Reducing polarization in 

our politics is a difficult challenge due to recent migration trends in which like-minded 

Americans are increasingly moving to politically homogenous communities.1 However, creative 

systems for independent redistricting can reduce the poisonous effect of gerrymandering by 

eliminating legislators’ power to target each other for partisan gain.     

 

California 

 

In California, the Citizens Redistricting Commission, an entity created by ballot initiative 

in 2008, draws congressional and state legislative districts.2  The Commission consists of five 

Democrats, five Republicans, and four members of neither party. The state auditor’s office 

screens applicants to eliminate individuals with a conflict of interest and to identify those most 

qualified. Legislative leaders are given several strikes to eliminate some individuals from each of 

the three political party pools but then play no other role in the process. Eight of the 14 

commission members are selected randomly from those remaining in the three pools and then 

those eight choose the final six to ensure that the commission reflects the state’s diversity. These 

14 members are required to draw districts based on objective criteria with the goal of fair 

representation. 

 

Evidence shows that this process can reduce America’s growing partisan divide. Christian 

Grose from the University of Southern California found a significant reduction in political 

polarization in the California legislature after voters gave the Citizens Redistricting Commission 

power to draw districts.3 Here is a summary of Grose’s findings about the legislature that was 

elected in districts the Citizens Redistricting Commission drew as opposed to the legislature that 

was elected in districts the legislature drew for themselves: 

 

 The median senator and Assembly member became more moderate post-reform. 

 Polarization was reduced by 15 percent in the Assembly and 10 percent in the Senate. 

 During the same period in which polarization reduced in the California legislature, it 
increased in Congress.  

                                                             
1 See Bishop, Bill, and Robert G. Cushing. The Big Sort: Why the Clustering of Like-minded America Is Tearing Us 
Apart. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 2008. 
2 Cal Const, Art. XXI §§1-3; Cal Gov Code §§8251-8253.6. 
3 Grose, Christian. The Adoption of Electoral Reforms and Ideological Change in the California State Legislature at 1-
2, Schwarzenegger Institute Report, 2014. 
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 The rate of incumbent defeats and voluntary exits was 10 percent higher in 2012, the first 
election in which the Commission drew districts, than in 2002. This suggests greater 

competitiveness, which often encourages candidates to appeal to moderate voters.  

 A larger percentage of senators voluntarily exited the Senate in 2012 than in the 2002 to 

2010 period, which also indicates competitive races that some incumbents were unwilling 

to contest.   

 

Despite the growing partisan divide nationally, California’s implementation of redistricting 

reform along with a top-two primary system helped to make state government less polarized. 

 

Iowa 

 

Iowa has a unique model in which a nonpartisan research arm of the state legislature 

draws districts with the help of a citizen advisory commission. The Iowa legislature may veto up 

to three maps before drawing districts themselves. However, the legislature has not taken 

advantage of that power in any of the four redistricting cycles that have occurred since it created 

this process in 1980. In addition to avoiding the partisan rancor that exacerbates polarization, 

Iowa has avoided the bad blood that often results from years of litigation following the passage 

of redistricting plans. Iowa is one of only eight states in which there were no court challenges to 

legislative maps following either the 2000 or 2010 census cycles.4    

 

Iowa has also managed to draw significantly more competitive districts than other states. 

In 2012, the first congressional election following the 2010 census, the average margin of victory 

in congressional races in Iowa was almost three times lower than the national average.5 Iowa’s 

congressional delegation was tied with one other state for the most centrist congressional 

delegation in the United States.6 Iowa’s creation of a redistricting process that has virtually 

eliminated partisan fights in redistricting has created two conditions that are likely to reduce 

polarization: competitive districts requiring moderation to reach swing voters and the avoidance 

of redistricting fights that make it more difficult for legislators to work together on challenging 

problems. 

 

 

Conclusion    

 

Redistricting reform, like other proposed solutions to polarization, is no magical fix. The 

causes of increased polarization are complex and a product of more than just partisan 

gerrymandering. Americans are increasingly moving to communities with politically like-minded 

                                                             
4 All About Redistricting. Justin Levitt. Litigation in the 2010 Cycle (http://redistricting.lls.edu/who-courtfed10.php) 
and Litigation in the 2000 Cycle (http://redistricting.lls.edu/who-courtfed00.php).  
5 Ballotpedia, Ballotpedia releases margin of victory analysis for 2012 congressional elections, available at 
http://ballotpedia.org/wiki/index.php/Ballotpedia_releases_margin_of_victory_analysis_for_2012_congressional_
elections.  
6 Bell, Peter. How Liberal is Your State’s House Delegation? National Journal. February 6, 2014, available at 
http://www.nationaljournal.com/2013-vote-ratings/how-liberal-is-your-state-s-house-delegation-20140206.  

http://redistricting.lls.edu/who-courtfed10.php
http://redistricting.lls.edu/who-courtfed00.php
http://ballotpedia.org/wiki/index.php/Ballotpedia_releases_margin_of_victory_analysis_for_2012_congressional_elections
http://ballotpedia.org/wiki/index.php/Ballotpedia_releases_margin_of_victory_analysis_for_2012_congressional_elections
http://www.nationaljournal.com/2013-vote-ratings/how-liberal-is-your-state-s-house-delegation-20140206
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citizens, which makes it more difficult to draw competitive districts and results in fewer personal 

interactions that build trust between people with different political perspectives.  

 

This geographic and demographic challenge requires us to implement policy solutions 

that can prevent the further erosion of trust that manifests itself in a more polarized populace and 

political class. Eliminating partisan gerrymandering can reduce political vitriol and, where 

geographically possible, create more competitive districts to incentivize compromise and 

centrism. Independent redistricting can accomplish these civic goals while simultaneously 

prioritizing fair representation for citizens over political gamesmanship.    

 


